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Multi Dumper
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Multi Dumper™ Specifications

MD-1002

Multi Dumper TM  is a machine which can remove 
material and place it into your material handling system 
quickly and affordably. 
The machine can work both with Multitank, pallet 
boxes up to 600 liters  and typical 220 litters drums.

- Lift and Rotation Capacity: 500 kg
- Dump Rotation: 135° to 45° Discharge
- Hydraulic Discharging System
- Joystick Control
- Oil Level indicator
- 3 Kw
- Aisi 304 body frame
- Ip 65 plastic electrical board
- Transporting Wheels



Multi Tipper
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Multi Tipper™
MD-1003



Multi Truck
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Multi Truck
PT-420



Multi Washer
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Multi Washer
MD-1004

Multi Washer is an full automatic equipment 
washing one complete Multitank (body and lids).
304L stainless steel welded construction.
Adjustable leveling feet.
Manually operated side hinged access door with 
electrical safety interlock.
Motorized bin loader mechanism controlled by 
“press to operate” buttons.
Lids are manually loaded into the wash chamber cassette.

External bin wash utilizing fixed position spray jest systems.
Internal bin wash utilizing IWM Rota Jet systems
Internal and external bin rinse utilizing rotary nozzle 
systems
Lid wash via standard rotary arm type jets.
Rinse main water inlet fitted with 1’’ solenoid valve.

Specifications:
- Capacity: Up to 700 litters with 

overflow 
port and drain valve

- Pump Size: 15 kw with inlet filter
- Automatic water make-up via sensors 

and a 1” electrical solenoid valve
- Low level water protection for 

heaters
Filter:
Wash section fitted with one standard 
lift out basket mesh filter.
Filter accessible from side machine 
abutment via removable lid
Heating:
Electric via 2 x 18kw immersion heaters
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1, Filament Walk, Wandsworth
SW18 4GQ London, UK

T: +44 (0) 2032866477/ +44 (0) 2071932265
contact@multitank.net
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